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Course Information
Division: Social Sciences
Course Number: PSY 240
Title: Abnormal Psychology
Credits: 3
Developed by: Nan Pennington
Lecture/Lab Ratio: 3 Lecture/0 Lab
Transfer Status: ASU NAU UA
PSY Dept Elective; Social and Political Worlds [SPW]
PSY or PSYV Departmental Elective, Tier 1 & 2 Individuals & Societies (IS)

Activity Course: No
CIP Code: 42.0101
Assessment Mode: Pre/Post Test (70 Questions/70 Points)
Semester Taught: Spring
GE Category: Social Sciences
Separate Lab: No
Awareness Course: No
Intensive Writing Course: No
Diversity and Inclusion Course: Yes

Prerequisites
PSY 101 with a grade of "C" or higher, and ENG 091 with a grade of "C" or higher or reading placement test score as established by District policy.

Educational Value
This course is designed to assist the student in understanding how science can be applied to the study of abnormal behavior and to understand the context in which behavior develops. The course presents valuable concepts to those students entering any of the various disciplines in the social or behavioral sciences, e.g. educational psychology, industrial psychology, clinical psychology, psychiatric social work, etc. Meets Diversity and Inclusion (DI) requirement.

Description
This is a survey course that includes historical and contemporary definitions of the theories and research regarding the field of abnormal psychology. It includes assessment, diagnosis, and treatment of anxiety disorders, mood disorders, dissociative disorders, stress and physical health, personality disorders, body disorders, schizophrenic disorders, and life-span disorders.
Supplies
None

Competencies and Performance Standards

1. Examine the concept of abnormal behavior and identify ways to classify it.
   Learning objectives
   What you will learn as you master the competency:
   b. Cultural bases of abnormal behavior.
   c. Identify standards of assessment.
   d. Recognize historical origins of modern diagnostic systems and the development of the DSM system.
   e. Recognize other models of assessment.

   Performance Standards
   Competence will be demonstrated:
   o in objective exams

Criteria - Performance will be successful when:
   o learner can identify the criteria that determine abnormal behavior
   o learner can discuss the relationships between cultural beliefs and norms and the labeling of behavior as normal or abnormal
   o learner can describe standards of assessment of abnormal behavior
   o learner can describe the features of the DSM system and evaluate its strengths and weaknesses
   o learner can describe approaches used by investigators to demonstrate the reliability and validity of methods of assessment
   o learner can identify the features of the mental status examination and different types of interviewing techniques
   o learner can identify the features of tests of intelligence and personality
   o learner can describe the use of psychological tests in the assessment of neuropsychological functioning
   o learner can identify the advantages and limitations of behavioral assessment, and describe the following behavioral techniques: the behavioral interview, self-monitoring, use of analogue measures, and behavioral rating scales
   o learner can identify cognitive methods of assessment

2. Examine the history of abnormal psychology and its related disciplines.
   Learning objectives
   What you will learn as you master the competency:
   a. The demonological model.
   b. Origins of the medical model.
   c. Medieval model.
   d. The reform movement and moral therapy.
   e. The community health movement.
Performance Standards

Competence will be demonstrated:

- in objective exams

Criteria - Performance will be successful when:

- learner can recount the history of beliefs about disturbed behavior and the treatment of people deemed "mad" or mentally ill
- learner can identify societal factors that contributed to "Homosexuality" being a diagnosable disorder then being removed from the DSM in 1973

3. Identify research methods used in the field of abnormal psychology.

Learning objectives

What you will learn as you master the competency:

a. Identify the objectives of science.
b. Differentiate between science, scientific method, and theory.
c. Describe ethics in research.
d. Define naturalistic observation.
e. Define the experimental method.
f. Define the correlational method.
g. Distinguish between theory and hypothesis.
h. Define epidemiological studies.
i. Define kinship studies.
j. Define & describe case studies.

Performance Standards

Competence will be demonstrated:

- in objective exams

Criteria - Performance will be successful when:

- learner can differentiate between correlation and causation (experimentation)
- learner can identify the research methods used in abnormal psychology
- learner can distinguish the steps of the scientific method
- learner can identify the elements of the experimental process

4. Identify contemporary perspectives on abnormal behavior.

Learning objectives

What you will learn as you master the competency:

a. Define the biological perspective.
b. Define the psychological perspective.
c. Define the sociocultural perspective.
d. Define the biopsychosocial perspective.

Performance Standards

Competence will be demonstrated:

- in objective exams
**Criteria - Performance will be successful when:**

- learner can differentiate among the Biological, Psychological, Sociocultural, and Biopsychosocial perspectives and is able to identify the merits and limitations of each
- learner can identify and describe the key areas of the brain and a neuron and their related functions, activities, and influences on behavior
- learner can conceptualize the role of genes, and their limitations, in influencing behavior

5. Describe methods of treatment for various psychological disorders.

**Learning objectives**

*What you will learn as you master the competency:*

a. Recognize the types of helping professionals.

b. Identify the types of psychotherapy.

c. Recognize types of Biomedical therapies.

d. Differentiate between hospitalization and community-based care.

**Performance Standards**

*Competence will be demonstrated:*

- in objective exams

**Criteria - Performance will be successful when:**

- learner can describe the different types of helping professionals and the basic features of psychotherapy
- learner can identify the goals and methods of traditional psychoanalysis and compare and contrast traditional psychoanalysis with modern psychodynamic approaches
- learner can identify the goals and methods of behavioral therapy, humanistic therapies, and cognitive therapy and the differences among these forms of therapy
- learner can explain the development of eclectic approaches in psychotherapy
- learner can summarize the findings of research into the effectiveness of psychotherapy in general and specific therapeutic approaches associated with particular therapeutic approaches
- learner can describe issues relating to the use of traditional Western psychotherapy approaches with diverse cultural and racial groups
- learner can identify the various drug therapies including antianxiety drugs, antipsychotic drugs, antidepressants, and lithium
- learner can identify the other biomedical treatments including electroconvulsive therapy, and psychosurgery
- learner can describe the contemporary roles of community mental health centers and mental hospitals and the problems of the psychiatric homeless population

6. Identify how stress, psychological factors, and health are related to psychological disorders.

**Learning objectives**

*What you will learn as you master the competency:*

a. Identify adjustment disorders.

b. Characterize the relationship between stress and illness.
**Performance Standards**

*Competence will be demonstrated:*
- in objective exams

**Criteria - Performance will be successful when:**
- learner can identify the features of adjustment disorders
- learner can define and explain the features of Terrorism-Related Trauma
- learner can identify the signs of Trauma-Related Stress
- learner can define general adaptation syndrome
- learner can explain the significance of stress factors in health and illness, paying special attention to the role of the immune system
- learner can explain the role of acculturative stress in terms of the mental health of immigrant and native populations
- learner can identify some of the psychological factors that moderate stress including styles of coping, self-efficacy expectations, psychological hardiness, optimism, social support, and ethnic identity
- learner can explain the connection between psychological factors and physical disorders including headaches, cardiovascular disease, asthma, cancer, and AIDS

7. **Examine and describe anxiety disorders.**

**Learning objectives**

*What you will learn as you master the competency:*

a. Define panic disorder, phobic disorders, OCD, generalized anxiety disorder, and traumatic stress disorder.

b. Characterize ethnic differences in anxiety disorders.

**Performance Standards**

*Competence will be demonstrated:*
- in objective exams

**Criteria - Performance will be successful when:**
- learner can describe historical perspectives on anxiety disorders and the progression in understanding their etiology and function over time
- learner can define anxiety and understand its historical connection with the term neurosis
- learner can define and describe panic disorder, and explain the differences between panic attacks and other forms of anxiety
- learner can define and describe generalized anxiety disorder
- learner can define, describe, and contrast specific phobia, social phobia, and agoraphobia
- learner can define and describe obsessive-compulsive disorder
- learner can describe the features of acute and posttraumatic stress disorder
- learner can describe various theoretical perspectives on the anxiety disorders
- learner can describe the various treatment approaches for anxiety disorders
- learner can discuss learning-based approaches to the treatment of anxiety disorders including systematic desensitization, gradual exposure, flooding, cognitive therapy, virtual therapy, and cognitive-behavioral therapy
8. Examine and describe dissociative and somatoform disorders.

Learning objectives
What you will learn as you master the competency:

a. Identify types of dissociative disorders.
b. Describe culture-bound dissociative syndromes.
c. Describe treatment of dissociative disorders.
d. Identify types of somatoform disorders.
e. Define Koro and Dhat Syndrome.
f. Describe treatment of somatoform disorders.
g. Identify theoretical perspectives.

Performance Standards
Competence will be demonstrated:

- in objective exams

Criteria - Performance will be successful when:

- learner can identify the major features of the dissociative disorders including dissociative identity, dissociative amnesia, dissociative fugue, and depersonalization disorder
- learner can recount various theoretical perspectives on the dissociative disorders
- learner can identify various methods for treating dissociative disorders
- learner can differentiate between malingering and factitious disorder and describe the symptoms of Munchausen syndrome
- learner can identify the features of somatoform disorders including conversion disorder, hypochondriasis, body dysmorphic disorder, and somatization disorder
- learner can identify theoretical perspectives on somatoform disorders
- learner can distinguish somatoform disorders from malingering

9. Examine and describe mood disorders and suicide.

Learning objectives
What you will learn as you master the competency:

a. Identify types of mood disorders.
b. Differentiate theoretical perspectives on mood disorders.
c. Identify various treatments of mood disorders.
d. Characterize suicide.

Performance Standards
Competence will be demonstrated:

- in objective exams

Criteria - Performance will be successful when:

- learner can distinguish between normal and abnormally depressed moods and define the term "mood disorder"
- learner can identify the features of major depressive disorder and dysthymic disorder and distinguish between them
- learner can describe seasonal affective disorder and postpartum depression
- learner can differentiate between reactive and endogenous depression
- learner can identify the features of bipolar disorder and cyclothymic disorder and
distinguish between them
- learner can characterize the relationships between stress and mood disorders
- learner can differentiate psychodynamic, behavioral, cognitive, and biological perspectives on the origins and treatment of mood disorders
- learner can characterize integrative models for understanding depression
- learner can identify theoretical perspectives on causes of suicide

10. **Examine and describe substance abuse and dependence.**

    **Learning objectives**
    
    *What you will learn as you master the competency:*
    
    a. Classification of substance-related disorders.
    b. Identify drugs of abuse.
    c. Differentiate theoretical perspectives on substance abuse.
    d. Differentiate between various treatments of substance abuse and dependence.

    **Performance Standards**
    
    *Competence will be demonstrated:*
    
    - in objective exams

    **Criteria - Performance will be successful when:**
    
    - learner can differentiate substance use, intoxication, abuse, and dependence
    - learner can distinguish between tolerance and withdrawal
    - learner can distinguish between psychological and physiological dependence
    - learner can identify physical and psychological effects of depressants, stimulants, and hallucinogens
    - learner can characterize the biological, learning, cognitive, psychodynamic, and sociocultural perspectives of substance abuse and dependence
    - learner can identify approaches to treating substance abuse and dependence including detoxification, disulfiram, antidepressants, nicotine replacement, methadone maintenance, and nalaxone/naltrexone
    - learner can specify the need for, methods of, and limitations of relapse-prevention training
    - learner can identify genetic and environmental contributions to substance abuse and dependence

11. **Examine and describe eating disorders, obesity, and sleep disorders.**

    **Learning objectives**
    
    *What you will learn as you master the competency:*
    
    a. Define anorexia nervosa.
    b. Define bulimia nervosa.
    c. Identify causes of anorexia and bulimia.
    d. Identify treatment of anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa.
    e. Define binge eating disorder.
    f. Identify causes of obesity.
    g. Identify ethnic and socioeconomic differences in obesity.
    h. Define sleep disorders.
i. Differentiate between dyssomnias and parasomnias.

j. Describe treatments of sleep disorders.

**Performance Standards**

**Competence will be demonstrated:**

- in objective exams

**Criteria - Performance will be satisfactory when:**

- learner can identify the features of anorexia and bulimia and the medical complications associated with each
- learner can identify the etiological similarities and differences between anorexia and bulimia
- learner can identify the features of binge-eating disorder and how it differs from bulimia
- learner can identify treatments for anorexia, bulimia, and binge-eating disorder
- learner can identify the prevalence and causes of obesity
- learner can characterize ethnic and socioeconomic differences in obesity
- learner can identify the diagnostic features of sleep disorders, the methods of assessing them, and their treatments
- learner can differentiate dyssomnias from parasomnias and describe their key features
- learner can identify features of the major types of dyssomnias: primary insomnia, primary hypersomnia, narcolepsy, breathing-related sleep disorder, and circadian rhythm disorder
- learner can identify the features of the major types of parasomnias: nightmare disorder, sleep terror disorder, and sleepwalking disorder
- learner can identify pharmacological and psychological treatments of sleep disorders

12. Examine and describe disorders involving gender and sexuality.

**Learning objectives**

What you will learn as you master the competency:

a. Define gender identity disorder.

b. Define sexual dysfunctions.

c. Define paraphilias.

d. Define rape.

**Performance Standards**

**Competence will be demonstrated:**

- in objective exams

**Criteria - Performance will be satisfactory when:**

- learner can describe sociocultural factors involved in classifying sexual behaviors as normal or abnormal
- learner can identify the features of gender identity disorder
- learner can discuss the process of gender reassignment and discuss the outcomes of the procedures undergone
- learner can define and describe the features of various sexual dysfunctions
- learner can differentiate theoretical perspectives on sexual dysfunctions and ways of treating them
- learner can define and describe the features of various paraphilias
- learner can differentiate theoretical perspectives on the paraphilias and ways of treating
them

- learner can characterize the effectiveness of sex therapy techniques
- learner can define sexual abuse and rape, their subtypes, and prevalence
- learner can identify the psychological, physical, and societal costs of sexual abuse and rape
- learner can identify the sociocultural factors associated with sexual abuse and rape in the United States

13. **Examine and describe schizophrenia and other psychotic disorders.**

   **Learning objectives**

   *What you will learn as you master the competency:*

   a. Characterize the course of development of schizophrenia.
   b. Identify prevalence and diagnostic features of schizophrenia.
   c. Describe perceptual disturbances in schizophrenia.
   d. Identify subtypes of schizophrenia.
   e. Identify theoretical perspectives that pertain to schizophrenia.
   f. Define the diathesis-stress model.
   g. Identify treatment approaches.
   h. Define other forms of psychosis.
   i. Define brief psychotic disorder, schizophreniform disorder, delusional disorder, and schizoaffective disorder.

   **Performance Standards**

   *Competence will be demonstrated:*

   - in objective exams

   **Criteria - Performance will be satisfactory when:**

   - learner can distinguish among the disorganized, catatonic, paranoid, Type I, and Type II types of schizophrenia
   - learner can characterize the disturbances in thought, speech, attention, perception, emotions, and other types of impairment associated with schizophrenia
   - learner can distinguish between positive and negative symptoms and their subtypes
   - learner can identify theoretical perspectives on schizophrenia, including the psychodynamic, learning, biological, and family theories in the development of schizophrenia
   - learner can identify and describe biological, psychodynamic, learning-based, psychosocial-rehabilitation, and family intervention treatments of schizophrenia
   - learner can identify the diagnostic features of brief psychotic disorder, schizophreniform disorder, delusional disorder, and other schizophrenic-spectrum disorders

14. **Define types of personality disorders**

   **Learning objectives**

   *What you will learn as you master the competency:*

   a. Define types of personality disorders.
   b. Identify personality disorders characterized by odd or eccentric behavior including paranoid personality disorder, schizoid personality disorder, and schizotypal personality disorder.
c. Identify personality disorders characterized by dramatic, emotional, or erratic behavior including antisocial personality disorder, borderline personality disorder, histrionic personality disorder, and narcissistic personality disorder.

d. Identify personality disorders characterized by anxious or fearful behavior including avoidant personality disorder, dependent personality disorder, obsessive-compulsive personality disorder, and problems with the classification of personality disorders.

e. Identify theoretical perspectives related to personality disorders including psychodynamic perspectives, learning perspectives, family perspectives, biological perspectives, sociocultural perspectives.

f. Identify treatments of personality disorders including psychodynamic approaches, behavioral approaches, and biological approaches.

g. Characterize the relationship between antisocial personality disorder and criminal behavior including murder.

Performance Standards

Competence will be demonstrated:

- in objective exams

Criteria - Performance will be satisfactory when:

- learner can define the essential features of personality disorders and why they are classified as Axis II disorders
- learner can identify the three research clusters of personality disorders and features of each personality disorder contained within the clusters
- learner can characterize problems in the classification of personality disorders, including their reliability, validity, and sexist biases
- learner can identify theoretical perspectives on personality disorders including the psychodynamic, learning, family, biological, and sociocultural perspectives
- learner can consider issues of comorbidity with Axis I disorders and other Axis II disorders
- learner can conceptualize societal factors that may influence the prevalence and etiology of personality disorders, such as childhood abuse
- learner can summarize the research studies describing the relationship between antisocial personality disorder and murder, particularly describing studies using brain imaging techniques


Learning objectives

What you will learn as you master the competency:

a. Characterize the relationship between antisocial personality disorder and criminal behavior including murder.

b. Identify the prevalence of mental health problems in children and adolescence.

c. Identify risk factors for childhood disorders.

d. Define autism and mental retardation and identify causes.

e. Discuss appropriate intervention for autism and mental retardation.

f. Define learning disorders.

g. Identify types of learning disorders.

h. Identify treatments for learning disorders.

i. Define communication disorders.
j. Define attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, conduct disorder, and oppositional defiant disorder.

k. Define separation anxiety disorder.

l. Identify treatments of childhood anxiety disorders.

m. Define childhood depression and treatment.

n. Discuss suicide in children and adolescents.

o. Differentiate between enuresis and encopresis.

**Performance Standards**

*Competence will be demonstrated:*

- in objective exams

**Criteria - Performance will be satisfactory when:**

- learner can identify ways of determining what is normal and what is abnormal in childhood and adolescence
- learner can define pervasive developmental disorders, provide examples, and define features of each
- learner can identify features, theoretical perspectives, and treatments of autism and Asperger's Disorder and distinguish between the two
- learner can identify features and causes of mental retardation including chromosomal, genetic, prenatal, and cultural-familial causes
- learner can distinguish between the levels of mental retardation and perspectives on the possible environmental causes of some cases of mild retardation
- learner can identify types of learning disorders, theoretical perspectives, and interventions for learning disorders, communication disorders, attention-deficit, and disruptive behavior disorders
- learner can identify features and treatment of anxiety disorders and depression in childhood and adolescence
- learner can discuss prevalence of childhood and adolescent suicide
- learner can identify factors associated with increased risk of suicide, such as gender, age, geography, race, depression, previous suicidal behavior, familial discord, stressful life events, substance abuse, and social contagion/suicide clusters
- learner can identify theoretical perspectives on elimination disorders (enuresis and encopresis), gender differences, prevalence, and treatment

---

16. Examine cognitive disorders and disorders related to aging.

**Learning objectives**

*What you will learn as you master the competency:*

- Define delirium, dementia, and amnestic disorders.
- Identify anxiety disorders, depression, sleep problems, and their relation to aging.
- Define dementia of the Alzheimer's type.
- Define vascular dementia.
- Define dementias due to general medical conditions.

**Performance Standards**

*Competence will be demonstrated:*

- in objective exams
Criteria - Performance will be satisfactory when:

- learner can define cognitive disorders as a category and be able to name and describe the types subsumed under this category
- learner can contrast dementia and delirium
- learner can identify the features and causes of dementia, delirium, and amnestic disorders
- learner can identify the basic features of dementia and the relationship between dementia and normal aging
- learner can characterize the problems and features of anxiety, depression, and sleep, among older people
- learner can identify factors related to increased risk of suicide among older people
- learner can define Alzheimer's disease with respect to its incidence, features, progression, biological bases, and treatment
- learner can identify the features of vascular dementia and other dementias due to Pick's, Parkinson's, Huntington's, HIV, Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, head trauma and neurosyphilis.

17. Discuss abnormal psychology and the law.

Learning objectives

What you will learn as you master the competency:

a. Identify issues related to psychiatric commitment and patients' rights.

b. Characterize the insanity defense.

c. Define criminal behavior.

Performance Standards

Competence will be demonstrated:

- in objective exams

Criteria - Performance will be satisfactory when:

- learner can define, compare, and contrast voluntary and involuntary commitment and types of commitment, such as, civil commitment, psychiatric commitment, and criminal commitment
- learner can identify the legal procedures for psychiatric commitment and the safeguards to prevent abuses of psychiatric commitment
- learner can characterize the controversy concerning psychiatric commitment
- learner can discuss the problem faced by psychologists and other professionals who are given the task of attempting to predict dangerousness
- learner can discuss the "duty to warn" obligation for therapists and describe the landmark case on which it is based
- learner can discuss the legal basis of the right to treatment, the right to refuse treatment, the right to the least restrictive environment, and similar laws associated with the legal rights of those with mental illness
- learner can identify landmark cases that establish the legal precedents for the insanity plea.

Types of Instruction

Lecture
Discussion
Demonstration
Experiential
Grading Information

Grading Rationale
Course Exams 30%
Assignments 40%
Participation 10%
Final Exam 20%

Grading Scale
A 90% - 100%
B 80% - 89%
C 70% - 79%
D 60% - 69%
F Below 60 %